5mV-i
above, to generate a header with a bit spacing of 100 ps. The output of the encoder is connected to a header detector via an erbium-doped fiber amplifier. The correlated output pulses of the header detector are photodetected by a fast amplified lightwave converter and displayed on a sampling oscilloscope. Measured auto-correlation output of (101112040211101) resulting from an incoming code of (10010101) and the detector code of (10101001) is shown in Fig. 3 (a), while the cross-correlation output of (100211 131 121101) between codes of (10011001) and (10101001) in Fig. 3 (b) . Both correlation results agree well with calculated results.
In summary, an optical packet header detector utilizing a novel incoherent fiber-optic delay-line matched filter with metal film deposited on fiber ends has been proposed. It has been used to demonstrate the successful recognition of 10 Gb/s, 8-bit optical headers. 1966 (1994) .
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ating fusion targets at an energy and power of 1.8 MJ and 500 TW. The NIF laser will consist of 192 independent "beamlets" arranged in four large, compact arrays 4 beamlets high and 12 wide. We have recently completed construction and preliminary testing of one prototype Beamlet (Fig. l) .' The prototype Beamlet laser has a 35 cm X 35 cm square aperture and uses a multipass architecture; this is the first attempt to employ such a design at this scale. The 36-m long main laser cavity uses a unique full aperture (3!5 cm) plasma-electrode pockels cell and polarizer in an angularity multiplexed design to switch the -3 ns pulse out of the cavity? The pulse is contained in the cavity for a total of four passes through a group of 11 full aperture flashlamp-pumped Nd:phosphate glass amplifiers! Ffie output pulse from the cavity then makes a single pass through a "booster" amplifier section (composed of five more amplifier modules) that is driven heavily into saturation. The lw output from the booster amplifiers passes through a final spatial filter and then enters a dual crystal frequency converter. The frequency converter uses a type I/ type I1 third harmonic generation scheme consisting of a 1.05-cm thick KDP doubler and 0.95-cm thick KD * P (80% deuterated) tripler. In our ex eriments we have use(d both 32 X 32 cm and 37 X 37 cm2 crystals that can support approximately 30 X 30 and 34 X 34 cm mput beams, respectively (the smaller crystals were tested first because of the shorter time needed to grow them); the boules from which the larger crystals were cut took about 2 years to grow and weigh about 0.5 ton? P 
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quency conversion tests were carried out at approximately 30 X 30 cm2 beam size; tests at the larger aperture (34 x 34 cm') are in progress and will be reported at the conference. and "ShenGuang 111" (SG-111) project have been established to promote ICF research in China. For SG-I1 laser driver we designed a co-axis double pass disk amplifier and built its prototype. The testing results showed that this scheme was available and had something to recommend it in cost and reliability. On the base, we further suggest a new co-axis four-pass amplifier scheme with SBS phase conjugation mirror and harmonic switch for SG-111. In this paper we will describe its conceptional design. The optical schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . This scheme has some attractive features, for example, lower cost, higher reliability, bester beam quality and stable beam pointing, etc. But the stability of SBS is still key issue. To overcome this difficulty, we adopt several technical methods: Double SBS cell structure, one for phase conjugation signal generation; another for SBS signal saturation amplification Adjusting laser intensity injecting SBS cell-2 to low level by Faraday rotator ,-
TuD2 Fig. 1 . The optical schematic diagram of co-axis four-pass amplifier. 1 -disk amplifier with 9 Nd:glass disk 2,3,4--lens 5-45" reflect mirror with hole in center 6-reflect mirror 7-filter pin hole 8-SBS cell-1 for amplification 9-SBS cell-2 for phase conjugation signal generation 10-Faraday rotator 11 -third harmonic converter 12-reflect mirror for 3w 13-plasma switch for isolating reverse lw laser beam
Injecting active SBS seed signal to SBS cell-2 Beam s m o o h g (uniformizing laser intensity) in SBS cell-2 These technology will ensure the operation performance of SBS stable and reliable.
In addition, the affect of SBS on shaped pulse is also discussed. It is shown that desirable pulse shape can be obtained. We have designed and built an optical system for forming a single target illumination beam with four wavelengths, each of which occupies a quadrant of the four-segment beam. The system minimizes changes to the normal operating configuration, and allows for flexibility in selecting the wavelengths and their position in the beam. This effort has been in support of plasma physics experiments aimed at investigating optical nonlinearities.
In the master oscillator system, multiple wavelengths are generated. using two Q-switched, single longitudinal mode Nd:YLF lasers tuned 4.2 Angstroms apart using intracavity etalons. The pulsed beams co-propagate in a 10m, single mode fiber, where nonlinear mixing produces many sidebands (Fig. 1) . Light from the fiber is amplified and directed into the main amplifier arm.
In the arm, four of these sidebands are selected to form a four-quadrant beam. A serrated apodizer divides the multifrequency beam into four shaped segments, pre-compensating for geometric distortions caused by diffraction gratings (Fig.  2 ). Since the angle of incidence is not equal to the angle of diffraction off a grating except at Littrow, the spatial shape of the beam will undergo distortion at other angles. We calculated this distortion and generated the input beam apodization pattem such that the output beam would be circular with right-angle quadrants. A subsequent spatial filter removes the tooth pattem while preserving the lower spatial frequency apodization function.
TuD3 Fig. 1 . The spectrum produced by self-phase modulation of two wavelengths in a single-mode fiber. The spacing of adjacent sidebands is 4.5 Angstroms.
(cirtular)
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TuD3 Fig. 2 . Geometric distortion is caused by off-Littrow diffraction from an array of gratings. The angle between the incident and diffracted beams is six degrees.
